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Post 11 plus treats

Inside this edition:

-Post 11 plus trea
ts
-Yr 4 Sandwich ma
king
(Design and Tech)
-Preschool news
- KS2 Japan Assemb
ly

Coming up …..
28th September—Ca
ke Sale in
aid of McMillan Ca
ncer Support
28th September—Ye
ars 3 & 4
Ground Zero Works
hop, Brook
Theatre

As per our long standing tradition, Mrs Edmunds provided
treats for Year 6 and staff after both the Medway and
Kent tests were over this week. We are very proud of our
Year 6 who have faced the challenge of the tests calmly and
with determination and maturity. Well done everyone!

1st October—Year
4
Curriculum meeting
for
Parents 6.30 p.m.,
Marshall Road
1st October—Junio
rs Harvest
Festival

Design and Technology—Year 4

1st October—Rece
ption First
Class Photos

Year 4 in their D&T lessons made their own sandwiches

2nd October—Infa
nts
Harvest Festival

this week. They tried a selection of bread and chose their
favourite fillings.. The children preferred either cheese
or ham for filling and most preferred tiger bread. The
best part of course was eating their creations afterwards!

5th Oct—Open Afte
rnoon
(Prospective Parent
s)

Pre-School news
Our preschool children have been
learning how to hold a pencil
properly. Afterwards they used
real vegetable slices and kitchen
utensils in our outdoor children's kitchen area. They poured
their own water and counted slices using ladles and spoons to pick them up. They played together
making up their games as they went along.

Preschool have been learning their numbers and looked
at stories including the Owl babies. The children put
their first assembly for the Infant children. Each child
had a speaking part and acted out the story. Well done
preschool!
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KS2 Assembly—Life in Japan
On Monday 17th September,
Mrs Platford held an assembly
which linked to the British Value
of 'Mutual respect for and

tolerance of different faiths
and beliefs", as it explored the

culture she recognised on her
travels in Japan! Mrs Platford
took the children on a journey
of Japan from Tokyo to Nagoya,
Nagoya to Kyoto and finally,
Kyoto to Hiroshima. Along the
way, the children learnt how to:
 greet others in Japanese as well as other
important, polite greetings
 enter a shrine respectfully by washing both
hands and their mouth
 pray in a shrine through bowing, ringing a bell
and clapping wear a kimono properly
All children were extremely enthusiastic in
partaking in all actions! They particularly enjoyed a
video of the famous Shibuya Crossing which
demonstrated the sheer volume of people within
Tokyo alone! Furthermore, all children had a
moment of reflection as we discussed the
devastation of the nuclear bomb in Hiroshima.
Although a small insight to a different world,
plenty of knowledge was learnt! Well done KS2!

Year 2 published writers !
Some of the short stories of our Year 2 children have
been selected to be published in the Young Writer’s My
First Story book, scheduled for publication on 30th
November 2018! Wow! Details are on the letter sent
home to parents. Please can parents ensure that permission is sent via the website on
your letters no later than the 28th September 2018.Congratulations to all that took
part, even if your story did not get through, you worked incredibly hard and all of us at
Bryony School are very proud of you!
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